The world needs new, environmentally friendly, and renewable fuels to exchange for fossil fuels. The fuel must be made from cheap, abundant, and renewable resources. The research area of solar fuels aims to meet this demand. This paper discusses why we need a solar fuel, and proposes solar energy as the major renewable energy source to feed from. The scientific field concerning artificial photosynthesis is expanding rapidly and most of the different scientific visions for solar fuels are briefly reviewed. Research strategies for the development of artificial photosynthesis to produce solar fuels are overviewed, with some critical concepts discussed in closer detail.
Introduction
The global energy supply is dominated by fossil fuels, accounting for approximately 80 % of the total energy used ( Fig. 1, panel A) . [1, 2] It is beyond all doubt that the reserves of both oil and natural gas will run out within a foreseeable future, making a society based on fossil energy unviable in a longer time perspective. Today's dominating energy carriers are also connected to environmental and social factors that affect the quality of life. In particular this concerns fossil fuels, from which anthropogenic CO 2 emissions have been identified as a main cause behind global warming. [3] It is thus increasingly apparent that future energy carriers should be neutral with respect to CO 2 emissions. In addition, the availability of fossil fuels across the planet is unequal, leading to political tension and problems with energy. Nuclear energy is an important energy source that does not lead to production-related CO 2 release. However, many people are opposing large nuclear power programs. The resistance comes from fear of major accidents and spreading nuclear technology for military purposes.
There is no lack of renewable energy on earth, not even with respect to the large and growing global energy consumption. The most abundant renewable resource is solar energy, which is available in vast quantities. The installed capacity for solar energy is small today, [1, 2] and heavy investments in research and development are needed to increase the impact of solar energy. After 30-40 years of research photovoltaics have now reached a
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mature stage. A diverse range of solar cell technologies exist at all levels, from early research stages to industrial scale.
However, apart from renewable electricity generation, the development of CO 2 -free non-polluting renewable fuels is of vital importance. Solar fuels as future energy carriers and a way to store solar energy, is a theme that quickly moves up on the global research agenda (Fig. 2) .
Solar Fuels ] Artificial Photosynthesis
The term 'solar fuel' is fairly new and is becoming established since the beginning of the new millennium. The recent increase in the field is evident from the rapid growth in research networks and in the number of publications per year. A survey of the larger networks in Europe and the US revealed a burst in the efforts made after 2006 (Fig. 2) .
y In the US this was a result from decisions made by the Obama administration, and the installation of new large research centres led to a major change on the global arena. In Europe the increase in the number of networks has evolved slower over time and has been overtaken by the US in the last years. The survey was made in spring 2009 and Europe is likely to catch up with the US numbers.
The introduction of solar fuels on a large scale is motivated by concerns about global warming, energy security, equity, and decreased availability of oil and gas. The development is also driven by recent advances in a range of scientific fields that have scientists convinced that solar fuels can be produced in an efficient and cheap way in a not too distant future. Solar energy is a vastly abundant but intermittent energy form, and it is vital that it can be stored for an indefinite time. On one hand, household energy consumption is often high in the morning and early evening, while on the other hand the solar influx is highest at midday. Thus, storage of solar energy is critical to balance the societal energy equation. In the arctic region there is enough solar energy to contribute substantially to the energy system on an annual basis. However, solar energy is essentially lacking in the winter when energy demand is highest. Whether short-term or long-term, energy storage is a key to making solar energy available to a larger population and for wider use. The central idea of a solar fuel is to harvest the energy when the sun shines, store it as a fuel, and then use the fuel whenever the energy is needed.
z Although storage is a major energy concern, another important aspect is that of ownership. Development of solar fuels may be the break-through in energy availability which could enable the non-legacy world to catch up with the living standards of the legacy world. With limited distribution of fossil fuel reserves, a majority of people are presently unable to increase their standard of living in a fossil fuel based society. The exploitation of the full potential of solar energy as a natural resource requests not only increasing the use of solar electricity, but also demands that solar fuels are produced for storage and transport.
Renewable Materials, Renewable Energy
From a technological viewpoint, raw materials are critical for the development of solar fuels. The raw material should be inexhaustible, cheap, and widely available, which is why many scientists target water as the raw material. Like sunlight, water is The network and research centre list that is the basis for Fig. 2 was assembled by S. Styring and P. Lindblad, Uppsala University, Sweden in the spring 2009. All networks and research centres from Europe and the US that were active until 2009 were included. Proposals for new networks were not included. The alternative to conversion and storage of solar energy as a fuel is to produce solar electricity with solar cells and store the electricity in batteries. However, in Li-air batteries which are at the forefront of battery research, the energy content per kilogram is something like wet wood and a factor of around 15 lower than in H 2 or 4 lower than in isobutanol, two of the intended solar fuels. Eighty percent of this energy was provided from fossil resources (mainly coal, oil, and gas) while other main contributors were biomass and electric power from nuclear and hydro power plants. [1] The (c) diagram shows the distribution between electricity use, and use of other energy carriers. In 2009 around 17 % of the energy was used in the form of electricity.
[1] (d) The expected energy consumption in 2050 is drawn as an empty box, partially covered by the present fossil fuel consumption.
an essentially endless and fairly evenly distributed resource. The aim is thus to make a fuel based on solar energy and water, and processes where solar energy provides the driving force for oxidising water can become important on a global scale during the shift away from fossil fuels.
The target fuel is another important technical issue. Many scientists target hydrogen (H 2 ) as the solar fuel. When water is used as starting material, hydrogen is a logical product and there are several recent examples of photochemical hydrogen production. [5] [6] [7] [8] However, the transition to a hydrogen based economy is not straightforward and there are technological hurdles to overcome before hydrogen is used worldwide. An alternative is to use CO 2 from the atmosphere as a second raw material (in addition to water) and make a carbon based solar fuel. The application of carbon based fuels from renewable sources is technologically uncomplicated on a shorter term, since carbon based fuels are used already today. However, the atmospheric CO 2 is very dilute, which raises questions about how the fuel production process can be made efficient. In addition, the chemistry involved in photo-driven reduction of CO 2 is much more difficult to master than for hydrogen production that already has been demonstrated in several systems. Therefore this attractive option has scientific impediments that make the arrival of carbon based solar fuels unlikely in the near future.
Research on solar fuels constitutes a novel field that aims to answer the demands and challenges of the future energy system. The development of technologies for direct solar to fuel conversion requires scientific breakthroughs in several areas of fundamental science.
Global Energy Consumption
In 2009 the world energy consumption rate was approximately 16 TW.
[1] Predicting future energy use is not an easy task. A widespread statement is that the global energy need will at least double to the year 2050 (Fig. 1, panel D) and may triple by 2100. The most pertinent reasons behind this projected increase relate to the present and increasing world population, and to potential energy savings. Increased health and prosperity is obviously connected to increased income per capita (GDP/ capita, Gross Domestic Product). Analyses have also shown a clear correlation between increased energy consumption and a prosperous economy. The difference in energy consumption between rich and poorer nations can be up to three orders of magnitude.
[1, 2, 9] It is important for the analysis that very large populations in Asia, Africa, and South America are low energy consumers today. A large part of the foreseen increase in energy consumption will be by people that use little energy today, around three billion people, which is nearly half of the population of the world in 2012. A second, equally large increase in the world energy consumption will come from future generations. The world population passed seven billion in October 2011 and is projected to increase to 9-10 billion in 2050. These extra three billion new world citizens will also demand equally large quantities of energy. Thus, there will be in total at least six billion more energy consumers whose needs must be met by 2050.
The direct energy consumption from primary sources may be divided into energy used as electricity and energy used as a fuel. This is shown in Fig. 1c . On a global scale, 17 % of energy supplies are used as electricity. The rest, 83 %, is used in some other way, mainly in the form of fuels.
[1] The use of electricity is also reflected in the degree of electrification. Far from all countries in the world are fully electrified -a continuous supply of electricity is a luxury commodity. In the legacy world, electricity is mainly generated in large power plants and distributed in massively developed grid systems. Building up similar grids in the non-legacy countries is clearly not the only way forward, particularly not since the technological development is moving away from large scale power plants furnished by nuclear or fossil fuels. It is likely that the investments for the near six billion new energy users need development of a less centralised, highly distributed energy system. Global electricity usage is growing. The International Energy Agency has estimated that in 2030 the fraction of energy used as electricity will have increased to 22 % of the total energy production.
[1] At the same time the total energy consumption also increases, including the use of fuels. Therefore it is doubtful that electricity will be the world's main energy carrier in a foreseeable future. In a sustainable and CO 2 neutral energy economy the fuel needs must be covered by renewable energy sources.
Renewable Energy, Solar Energy
Solar energy is by far the largest source of renewable energy. In one hour, the average irradiance of solar energy incident on the planet surface adds up to the yearly human energy consumption (Fig. 1a, b ). Solar energy is available everywhere but it is most abundant in places where human population is dense. Not all of this vast energy influx can be used for energy conversion, largely due to geographical constraints. On the other hand, the average solar irradiance over the entire planet is approximately 350 W m À2 (but can be more than 2000 W m À2 in the tropical regions). If we envision a solar energy system with a modest 10 % energy conversion efficiency, it need only cover an area corresponding to 0.1 % of earth's total area to provide the 16 TW used by the world in 2009. Clearly, there is much more solar energy available globally than the need projected for 2050 or 2100.
Solar based technologies provide only a small fraction of the total energy production today. In 2009 the combined solar electricity and solar thermal production was 21 TWh globally, around 0.1 % of the total world energy supply. [1, 2] To some extent this low degree of utilisation reflects shortcomings of the available technologies, e.g. difficulties with energy storage and insufficient energy supply in the dark or with overcast skies. But the main challenge for solar energy is the low price of fossil fuels. With increasing demand and decreasing supplies of oil and natural gas, the price tag on fossil fuels is likely to change. In addition, increasing use of penalty systems for CO 2 emissions are likely to contribute to the rising prices of fossil fuels. It is hard to predict when the costs of fossil fuels will meet the costs of solar based systems, but commercialised solar energy systems will be in high demand when it does. It is necessary that we develop today the solar technologies of tomorrow.
Options for Solar Energy
Methods to collect and use solar energy can be divided in four main categories (Fig. 3) . Combustion of already converted solar energy in the form of biomass, fossil fuels, waste etc. is well known technology (Fig. 3, upper left) . With more development we can learn to burn and use existing fuels better and cleaner.
However, there are no improvements of existing methods that can take our society out of our fossil fuel dependence.
High temperature solar power can be used for electricity and fuel production, and advanced heating concepts such as concentrated solar power (CSP) or thermal cycles for solar fuels using heliostats are promising emerging technologies (Fig. 3, bottom  left) . These techniques are mainly restricted to very sunny areas and will be less important in coastal climates with hazy or overcast skies, and at northern latitudes. Low temperature solar power is useful for many industrial processes as well as heating and cooling of residential buildings.
Electricity from solar panels (Fig. 3 , lower right) clearly has the potential to solve the need for electricity also in less sunny areas. Solar cell technology has reached considerable maturity and the installed photovoltaic capacity is increasing rapidly. New generations of solar cells are very promising with respect to both cost and efficiency. [10] The fourth alternative is to make a solar fuel directly (Fig. 3,  upper right) . This is the newest of these branches and the most research demanding. There are no available systems outside a few laboratories (however, see ref. 7 ) and basic research is needed in every corner of this area.
Development of a global energy system based on solar energy needs to use an interdisciplinary approach to achieve systems that are sustainable on a longer term. Future energy systems need to utilise raw materials that are renewable and abundant not only to preserve natural resources momentarily, but to secure the supply for a continuous and growing energy production. Fossil fuels have been so easy to find and inexpensive to extract, that there was very little driving force for the development of other energy systems before the 1970s. In addition, much of the basic science necessary to develop solar fuels has been lacking. Over the last few decades however, research efforts have resulted in a broad pallet of strategies to develop solar fuels that follow different technological pathways.
Indirect vs Direct Methods to Produce a Solar Fuel
It is important to consider that the emerging technologies for solar fuel production have similar elements but also critical differences. One useful distinction is between direct and indirect processes for solar fuel production, another is between molecular and non-molecular systems. Figs 
Solar energy and water
Solar fuel, hydrogen or carbon based Fig. 4 . Overviews of methods for the production of solar fuels from semi direct (above the line) and indirect methods (below the line). In the semi direct methods, solar fuels like hydrogen, fatty acids, or alcohols are formed by photosynthetic microorganisms, in particular cyanobacteria and green algae. The organisms store energy from sunlight in intermediate energy carriers such as carbohydrates, before they are converted into the desired product (fuel). This is best described as a semi-direct process in that the intact cell is used as a catalyst for production of the fuels, and the product is tapped off from the growth culture without harvesting the organism. The efficiency is moderate and the bioreactor for growth needs some development. Among several indirect methods to produce solar fuels, two functional and well known processes are shown. Common drawbacks with these methods are that several parts have to be included with lower efficiency and extra system costs. research strategies that are currently in focus, divided by these principles.
Solar energy options
Indirect processes for solar fuels are distinguished by the lack of a direct connection between the energy source and the fuel output. In the indirect processes, the solar energy is first converted and stored in the form of an intermediate energy carrier. The energy carrier can be valuable in itself but is not directly useful as a fuel. Two economically important indirect processes for solar fuel production are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 : the first is solar fuel from photovoltaics, today hydrogen is mainly produced by electrolysis of water. The general drawback with this method is the detour via the intermediate energy carrier electricity, which results in energy losses in the different conversion steps such as losses in wiring. In addition the intermittency in power feed lowers the efficiency of many electrolysers.
The second important process is fuel from biomass, where the product, biofuel, is secondary to the organism's metabolism. Biofuel production essentially means to grow a tree, plant, or photosynthetic microorganism, which is rich in wood, oil or something else that can serve as a fuel. The entire organism is then harvested. For example, trees are cut down to produce wood, wood chips, and charcoal; sugarcane and corn are harvested before the carbohydrates are fermented to produce alcohol. In all systems based on harvesting biomass, the limitation is the detour around the life of the organism. Sustaining life is, from a pure energy efficiency stand point, a very inefficient process. In addition, production of fuels with high energy density in addition demands refining the primary biomass, which leads to more losses.
Thus all processes to solar fuel involving biomass are indirect and inefficient with respect to solar energy conversion into the fuel.
Direct Processes for Solar Fuel Production
A common theme for direct processes of solar fuel production, is that they have the potential to become more efficient than indirect processes. Another advantage is that solar fuels produced in a direct process are likely to be more cost effective, since fewer parts and less materials are involved in manufacturing, which may lower the overall cost. There are several strategies to develop direct processes for solar fuels production that can be divided into three categories (Fig. 5) . To develop all of these techniques, generating many alternative solutions, and then drive the best candidates to implementation, is a formidable challenge (for recent comprehensive reviews in many of these areas we refer to refs [11] [12] [13] ). The input in manhours will be large, and broad scientific know-how is needed.
Comparisons between different existing systems should be made with a generous attitude since neither technology has been proven feasible outside any laboratory yet.
Artificial Photosynthesis
In one category of the direct processes we find what is referred to as artificial photosynthesis. The main principle is to design lightdriven catalysts that can oxidise water directly without intermediate electricity generation, by mimicking the structural and/ or functional principles of natural photosynthesis. [14] [15] [16] A solar fuel should be produced by using the reducing power liberated by water oxidation. Artificial photosynthesis naturally also involves attempts to develop catalysts that can reduce a suitable substrate, which will be the basis for the fuel. Systems of this kind have the highest potential with respect to solar energy conversion of all envisioned systems. The target fuel can be hydrogen, which is the objective in most attempts at solar fuel production since the protons released from the water oxidation can be used as a substrate for reduction. But the fuel could also be carbon based, which might be easier to use but is probably more difficult to make.
Molecular and Non-Molecular Processes
A light driven catalyst can be either molecular or non-molecular (Fig. 5) . The physical limitations of both are comparable and the scientific problems encountered are of equal magnitude. The main research problem is light-driven water oxidation and the development of catalysts that can assist this reaction. The initial capture of solar energy, and the formation of hydrogen, are both better known processes and easier to achieve.
A system for artificial photosynthesis which is entirely molecular in nature is difficult to achieve but has several advantages that has led to a growing interest in the molecular approach. [11, [15] [16] [17] The essential characteristic is that molecules have a well defined and well known structure as opposed to, for instance, many semi-conductor materials. The advantage is that a well defined molecular structure lends itself to deliberate synthetic modifications to improve or fine-tune its properties. Molecules are also amenable to spectroscopic studies including FTIR, optical, EPR spectroscopy etc., that give both structural and kinetic information. The catalytic process can thereby be followed and understood to a very detailed level.
Non-molecular systems are based on light-driven processes where catalysis occurs on metal surfaces, semiconductors, or nano-structured materials. Non-molecular catalysts used for water splitting are often metal oxides. [7, 12, [18] [19] [20] [21] A clear disadvantage is that many are made from scarce and expensive metals. In addition it is more difficult to study the catalytic mechanisms when the catalyst is heterogeneous in nature. An important advantage however, is that while most molecular systems studied to date are unstable under illumination, many non-molecular systems are quite robust and tolerant to deleterious side reactions. However, this situation might change when 5 . Three direct processes for producing solar fuels. Artificial photosynthesis can be made in both molecular systems and non-molecular systems. The former uses both catalysts and photoactive components that are made from molecules. The latter is carried out in photoelectrochemical systems built on semiconducting materials or other types of nano-materials like carbon nanofibers. A third option is to utilise thermo-chemical cycles to split water at a metal oxide surface at very high temperatures. High temperatures can be generated by a heliostat, in which case the fuel is a solar fuel. more functional molecular systems have been studied and become better understood.
An interesting development involves the mixing of molecular and non-molecular systems. In this case the capturing of solar energy can be done by a semiconductor while the catalysis may be carried out by molecular catalysts, or vice versa. The catalysts may contain abundant materials like Co, Fe, Mn, or Ni. [7, 10, [21] [22] [23] It is not unlikely that these mixed systems will be the winning concept since they combine advantages from both types of systems.
Photobiological Solar Fuel Production
Photobiological solar fuel production is a different approach, which is perhaps better defined as semi-direct (Fig. 4, top) . Photosynthetic microorganisms harvest solar energy and may use it to produce fuel in a continuous process. [13, [24] [25] [26] The fuel is expelled by the organism, allowing the fuel to be extracted continuously from a growth container commonly known as a photo-bioreactor. The fuel production does not demand the harvest of the organism, and the growing process can in principle be stopped so that it uses very little of the supplied solar energy. The efficiency can therefore be higher than in traditional biofuel production where the organism has to be grown until its biomass is large enough to be harvested. On the other hand, a significant fraction of the absorbed solar energy is used to maintain life, so the theoretical efficiency is lower than for artificial photosynthesis.
There are different types of fuels that can be anticipated from photosynthetic microorganisms. Some cyanobacteria and green algae are the only organisms that combine photosynthetic water oxidation with the capacity to produce hydrogen (Fig. 4, top) . Thus, hydrogen is a natural product of both cyanobacteria and green algae and a commonly targeted product in this area of research. The science involves foreseeable efforts in molecular biology, biochemistry, and metabolic engineering, and might already now be close to critical breakthroughs. Demonstration of sustainable photobiological hydrogen production has been made in both cyanobacteria and algae. [27, 28] For microbial solar fuel production, other fuels have also been introduced such as oils, alcohols, and other hydrocarbons (Fig. 4, top) . The organisms used are cyanobacterial or algal strains where the genome is known in detail, so that the tools for molecular biology and genetics are well developed. A metabolic pathway leading to biosynthesis of a carbon based fuel can be inserted into the organism, a technique referred to as synthetic biology. [29] [30] [31] Synthetic biology is also equally useful for the development of efficient hydrogen production. This branch of solar fuels research is under rapid development.
These methods for solar fuel formation by photosynthetic microorganisms are clearly not indirect, since the fuel is collected without destroying the living cells. However, it is clearly not an entirely direct process either since the metabolic pathways leading to the solar fuel involve energy rich intermediates. The energy which is trapped by photosynthesis is temporarily stored in energy carriers, such as simple sugars or polysaccharides, which are later broken down to produce the fuel. Probably the best terminology is to describe this as a semidirect process.
An interesting recent development attempts to divert the energy and reducing power from photosynthesis from unwanted pathways that lead to storage, towards the desired pathways that lead to fuel production. There are few examples of this research as yet, but promising results have been presented in cyanobacteria where enzymes in the nitrate reduction metabolism have been removed, resulting in increased hydrogen formation. The hydrogen production increase suggests that reductants from the nitrate assimilation pathway were redirected towards proton reduction. [32] 
Principle Reactions in Artificial Photosynthesis
There are some basic principles that must be incorporated to achieve the desired solar fuel. These are outlined in Fig. 6 . The first concerns the substrates. If solar fuels should become important on a global scale, the raw material(s) used to produce the fuel must be abundant and globally available, cheap, and easy to transport. Water fulfils all these requirements, and is the prime target for the first substrate in Fig. 6 . Water is used as the sacrificial electron donor in natural photosynthesis, where lightdriven oxidation of water in Photosystem II provides the biosphere with an endless source of energy. [33, 34] The idea for solar fuels production is the same: to use the energy in sunlight to oxidise water and create enough reducing power to form the fuel. The target reaction is shown on the left side in Fig. 6 and is written as:
Light, at least 4 photons
Two options exist to handle the reducing equivalents that are liberated in the reaction: they can be stored in the form of a reduced intermediate, or they can be used directly in reduction of the second substrate, to form the fuel. An interesting option is to use the protons that are released in water oxidation, to produce hydrogen: (Fig. 6, right) 2e This reaction is chemically feasible and the product is molecular hydrogen, an energy-rich and useful fuel. Present day fuel technologies are not optimised for large-scale hydrogen usage however. It would be advantageous to use atmospheric CO 2 as a raw material for a solar fuel. The reducing equivalents that originate from water oxidation could then be used to reduce CO 2 into a fuel like methanol or methane. However, it is presently more difficult to drive this multi-electron chemistry with light than to accomplish the reduction of protons to form hydrogen. Fig. 6 shows the three principal steps that need to be accomplished to make hydrogen from solar energy and water. The first is the absorption of a photon. This is accomplished by a photosensitizer, S (Fig. 6) , that is excited by light. The excited state is reducing enough to trigger charge separation, which is the step where the photon energy is converted to chemically useful energy. A highly energetic radical pair is formed transiently, where the electron is separated from the electron hole on the photosensitizer. The radical pair is unstable, and has a high risk of deactivating quickly by electron recombination. To prevent this, the photosensitizer should be coupled to two catalytic systems that can either be molecular and tethered to the photosensitizer via covalently bound linkers, or the catalysts could be integrated non-molecular catalytic materials, such as a metal containing particle on a metal oxide surface. In either case, the electron in the radical pair should be transported to an electron acceptor (A, Fig. 6 ) while the corresponding electron hole is transferred to an electron donor system (D, Fig. 6 ). Moving the charges away from the photosensitizer S will stabilise the charge separated state, at the cost of some of the captured energy.
The next set of reactions that need to be achieved are the catalysis of water oxidation and proton reduction. Both demand efficient catalysts (D and A in Fig. 6 ). A necessary feature for successful solar fuels production from water, is that the oxidised donor system, D þ , should be oxidising enough to drive the electron extraction from water. At the same time, the reduced electron acceptor system, A À , must be reducing enough (Fig. 6 ).
The most difficult reaction to accomplish presently is controlled oxidation of water at ambient temperature and (relatively) neutral pH. Light-induced charge separation on a single-electron level has been demonstrated in numerous synthetic systems. [14, 35, 36] These include manganese complexes linked to Ru-based photosensitizers aimed to mimic the electron transfer processes of Photosystem II. [37, 38] However, the oxidation of two water molecules demands that several light-induced charge separations are coupled to accumulation of redox equivalents on the catalyst. Since photons come one by one the catalyst D must be able to store four electron holes. In nature this accumulative electron transfer is accomplished by the oxygen evolving centre in Photosystem II, which contains a metal cluster with 4 Mn ions and one Ca ion. [33, 34] The four manganese ions have high valence that increase during the catalytic cycle, thereby storing four electron holes. The cycle is completed by the formation of the O-O bond and the return of the manganese ions to their original valence states. [39] The exact details of this reaction are not known, making it exceedingly difficult to copy. Several attempts have been made by using man-made manganese complexes. [40] [41] [42] [43] The perhaps most promising new development involves using oxides of cobalt instead of manganese. [21, 44, 45] The second critical reaction is carried out by the electron acceptor, A. This should be able to store two electrons from two charge separations, and also be able to reduce protons to form hydrogen (Fig. 6 ). This chemistry is easier to achieve than water oxidation and there are many molecular and non-molecular systems that are able to carry out this chemistry. In biological systems hydrogen production as well as hydrogen oxidation is carried out by hydrogenases. These are enzymes with often bimetallic active sites composed of Ni-Fe or Fe-Fe systems. [46] [47] [48] A molecular complex modelled on the natural hydrogenase active site, can in principle be driven by light to function as a proton reducing catalyst, and the biomimetic chemistry in this field has proven quite successful. [6, 17, 49] A problem for both natural and artificial photosynthesis is the kinetic competition from unproductive reactions. Because the excited photosensitizer is often both very oxidising and reducing, it may reduce an already oxidised donor (D þ ) and oxidise the reduced acceptor (A À ) in reverse reactions (Fig. 6 ). In addition, D þ and A À are often radicals or metal centres with low-lying excited states that can lead to rapid energy transfer or quenching of the sensitizer. To avoid these reactions, the electron transfer steps that lead to fuel production must be more rapid to compete with electron recombination kinetically. In Photosystem II the donor Mn 4 Ca complex and electron acceptor Quinone B are located at some distance from the chlorophyll excited states, and the subsequent electron and hole transfer steps stabilise the separated charges against wasteful recombination long enough to permit the catalytic chemistry to occur. A similar separation between the three components of an artificial system needs to be built in by design, to make the process viable.
Conclusion
Much effort is put into development of catalysts that can be driven by the energy in visible light. There are already catalysts that can work with UV light, but this is using a limited part of the solar spectrum. To accomplish the necessary reactions with the relatively moderate energy available in visible light is difficult. This is presently a large obstacle in the development of new systems. Second, many of today's functioning catalysts are made from expensive and rare elements. Catalysts made from the noble metals Ru and Ir work quite well for water oxidation, [50, 51] and hydrogen formation is accomplished by Pt and Pd. [5] Several of these catalysts could in principle be used for solar fuel production, but due to the scarcity of these elements they are not sustainable or suitable for development on larger scale. Abundant elements for active electron acceptor catalysts are Co, Ni, and Fe [17, 22, 52] that constitute the active parts in several well functioning systems. It is more difficult to accomplish light driven water oxidation, and only a few systems have been shown to work. Oxides of Fe, Mn, and Co are very promising, but much research is still waiting to be done. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] An interesting problem that will be important for energy conversion efficiency, is whether the entire reaction from water oxidation to hydrogen formation can be achieved by one photonact only, or if a two-photon reaction is necessary (Fig. 6a, b) . With one photon the reaction looks deceptively simple; the high potential state achieved by the charge separation might react directly with the proton to form an energy rich product, while the electron hole is transferred to the water oxidising catalyst, D. However, this reaction will be very difficult to manage. The process is more feasible using two photons, which means that two different light reactions must be developed. In Fig. 6b a two-photon system is drawn as two modules, connected by a dashed line to indicate different solutions. In one module, or half-cell, a strongly oxidising photosensitizer (S o in Fig. 6b ) is coupled to the water oxidising catalyst, D. In the reducing halfcell, another photon is absorbed by a photosensitizer with a highly reducing excited state (S r in Fig. 6b ) and used to drive hydrogen production by the catalytic acceptor A. The electron hole on S r should be filled by electrons from the oxidising module.
The problem lies in combining the two modules in a functional device (Fig. 7) . The two half cells must work in a concerted manner. Incomplete catalysis will lower the yield considerably, and reactive intermediates that are left uncontrolled will pose a large risk of oxidative damage to the system. On the positive side is also that the use of two photon-acts presents many options for design and material utilisation. For example, the two photons may have different wavelengths. This would allow the utilisation of a wider range of the solar spectrum, and more of the solar energy can be used.
In nature there are photosynthetic organisms that use both the single-photon and the two-photon principles. Organisms using the two-photon systems have mastered the catalytic chemistry of water oxidation, and the utilisation of sunlight as their energy source has made them the dominating masters of the biosphere. There is much for us to learn from natural photosynthesis in the development of artificial solar fuel production, for our own sake and for the sake of generations to come. , which accomplishes light driven oxidation of water, is linked (bound) to a surface which assists to deliver electrons from the oxidising module to the reducing side of the cell. The reductive module (S r -A) is linked to a second surface which also provides a means for electron transfer between the two modules. The colour coding for S o and S r indicates that the two photosensitizers involved are unlikely to be the same. The two compartments with the different modules are connected by a membrane that allows diffusion of protons to allow that the protons formed by the oxidation of water can be used as substrate in the formation of hydrogen.
